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Abstract

I argue that lying is generally morally better than mere deliberate misleading because

the latter involves the exploitation of a greater trust and more seriously abuses our

willingness to fulfil epistemic and moral obligations to others. Whereas the liar relies

on our figuring out and accepting only what is asserted, the mere deliberate misleader

depends on our actively inferring meaning beyond what is said in the form of conversational

implicatures as well. When others’ epistemic and moral obligations are determined by

standard assumptions of communicative cooperation and no compelling moral reason

justifies mere deliberate misleading instead, one had better lie.
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Is there a moral difference between lying and mere deliberate misleading? Recent

debate has focused on whether lying is morally worse, leaving unquestioned the assumption

that any moral difference must favour mere deliberate misleading (e.g. Saul 2012; Webber

2013). I argue that the assumption is false: lying is generally morally better.

Section 1 argues that mere deliberate misleading involves a greater betrayal of trust

than lying because it depends on the deceived’s more active cooperation in her own

deception. Section 2 distinguishes different kinds of victim responsibility for wrongdoing

and shows that the merely-deliberately-misled is morally and epistemically responsible

for the more active role she plays. Section 3 argues that this role is epistemically and
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morally required, and that the distinctive wrongness of mere deliberate misleading is a

consequence of the nature of the epistemic and moral obligation whose fulfilment the

deceiver exploits. Section 4 shows that recent arguments favouring mere deliberate

misleading over lying succeed only where non-standard limitations on assumptions of

communicative cooperation restrict epistemic and moral obligations to trust conversational

partners. Section 5 argues that in contexts characterised by standard assumptions of

communicative cooperation, one generally had better lie.

1. Mere deliberate misleading is a greater violation of trust

This paper is concerned with two mutually exclusive forms of attempted linguistic

deception: to ‘lie’ is to assert what one believes false with the intention of deceiving

another, whereas to ‘merely deliberately mislead’ is to assert what one believes true with

the intention of conveying conversational implicatures one believes false for the same

purpose. ‘Merely’ has the unfortunate appearance of begging the moral question against

lying, but the usage is sufficiently standard to render alternatives confusing. Other forms

of deception, linguistic and otherwise, are beyond the scope of this paper.

Communication typically conveys meaning beyond what is explicitly stated. Conversa-

tional implicature depends on the audience assuming the speaker to be cooperating given

a shared understanding of the conversational context. Both lying and mere deliberate

misleading exploit the deceived’s rational faculties since their success depends on the

deceived’s inferring and accepting a falsehood (Saul 2012, 4). However, whereas lying

exploits the deceived’s powers of inference only to the extent necessary for her to figure

out what her deceiver says, mere deliberate misleading depends on her inferring meaning

beyond what is said in the form of her deceiver’s conversational implicatures as well.

Mere deliberate misleading thus requires the deceived to participate more actively in
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her own deception and relies to a much greater extent on her willingness to cooperate

with and to trust her deceiver. Mere deliberate misleading is therefore a more serious

violation of trust than is lying.

That the deceived must cooperate more actively and place more trust in her deceiver

has generally been assumed to count in favour of, rather than against, mere deliberate

misleading. Mere deliberate misleading is said to be morally preferable to lying because

the deceived bears more responsibility for the success of the former than of the latter.

However, the inference from the deceived’s responsibility for inferring conversational

implicatures to the conclusion that mere deliberate misleading is morally preferable to

lying is unjustified for at least two reasons.

2. Varieties of responsibility for being deceived

First, responsibility on the part of victims does not generally lessen the moral

culpability of wrongdoers or the moral badness of their wrongdoing (Saul 2012, 4–5;

Webber 2013, 653). In support of this point, Saul correctly notes that whether the

victim of a mugging was recklessly wandering the red light district at midnight or sensibly

walking a safer route in daylight does not affect the moral badness of the mugging or

the moral culpability of the mugger even though recklessness warrants attributing to the

victim ‘some responsibility for being mugged’ (2012, 5). What is not clear, however, is

whether a reckless victim bears any moral — as opposed to merely causal — responsibility

for her mugging. Certainly recklessness can constitute a moral failing. Those who embark

on hill walking with neither appropriate equipment nor adequate training show a morally

objectionable disregard for both their own and others’ well-being. When the danger

consists of others’ wrongdoing, however, it is less clear that reckless behaviour involves

any moral failing in the absence of a special responsibility to protect vulnerable others.
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Moreover, even if the reckless muggee is morally culpable for her recklessness, it does

not follow that she bears any moral — as opposed to merely causal — responsibility for

being mugged.

Whereas it is unclear whether the muggee bears any moral responsibility for her

mugging, the merely-deliberately-misled does appear to be morally and epistemically

responsible for the role she plays in her own deception since people are typically ac-

countable for the claims they accept and the inferences they draw. Unlike the danger

of being mugged, that of being misled does not depend on others’ wrongdoing since

conversational partners can innocently misinform or mislead despite the very best of

intentions. Just as hill walkers are morally responsible for the precautions they take or

neglect, conversants are generally morally and epistemically responsible for their caution

or incaution concerning others’ communications.

So while Saul shows that the wrongness of deceiving the merely-deliberately-misled is

not mitigated by the mere fact of her greater responsibility for the role she plays in her

own deception, this leaves open the possibility that its wrongness is mitigated in virtue

of the moral and epistemic nature of that responsibility.

3. The distinctive wrong of mere deliberate misleading

This brings me to the second point: human communication requires conversants to

assume others are cooperating by trusting their implicatures as well as their assertions

(Saul 2012, 4; Adler 1997, 445; Webber 2013, 653). Since communication requires

conversants to assume mutual cooperation, in the absence of specific reasons for distrust,

there is an epistemic and moral obligation to accept both others’ assertions and their

implicatures.

This is an epistemic obligation because responsible epistemic agents contribute to
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collective epistemic enterprises requiring them to depend on others for knowledge. Not

only do the limited epistemic resources of human beings mean that they must rely on

each others’ epistemic contributions, but justified confidence in their own beliefs requires

individuals to subject them to others’ scrutiny and to revise them when necessary in

the light of criticism. Such epistemic cooperation requires epistemic agents to presume

communicative cooperation of conversational partners. Your warning that ‘the blue wire

is usually live’ can help me by supplementing or modifying my beliefs about how to defuse

the bomb only if I understand you to believe that this particular bomb is probably wired in

the usual way. Less dramatically, I can improve my paper in light of a referee’s criticisms

only if I understand them as intended to focus my attention on what she believes important

rather than to distract me from some morass of contradictions and irrelevancies which

she fails to mention. Since responsible epistemic agents are epistemically interdependent

and epistemic cooperation requires presuming fellow conversants cooperative, there is an

epistemic obligation to trust both others’ assertions and their implicatures in the absence

of specific reasons for distrust.

The obligation to presume conversational partners cooperative is also a moral one

because not only does moral knowledge depend on epistemic cooperation, but commu-

nication is itself crucial to the flourishing of social creatures like us. Moreover, treating

others with appropriate respect requires presuming them trustworthy in the absence of

evidence to the contrary as the reproach ‘you wouldn’t take my word for it’ illustrates:

the complainant’s concern is typically that distrust of her word is symptomatic of a

failure to accord her proper respect.

The deceived’s role in her own deception is thus the fulfilment of an epistemic and

moral obligation. In the absence of positive reasons for distrust, therefore, her epistemic

and moral responsibility for that role cannot mitigate the wrongness of deceiving her.

Moreover, because communication depends on presuming conversational partners to

be cooperative rather than simply being open to evidence of their trustworthiness, the
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epistemic and moral obligation to trust their assertions and implicatures requires positive

goodwill rather than mere fair-mindedness. Whereas the liar exploits only the minimal

trust involved in assuming others’ assertions to be honest, the mere deliberate misleader

exploits the moral and epistemic goodwill required to presume them fully cooperative

conversational partners. It is in virtue of her own moral and epistemic goodwill that the

merely-deliberately-misled presumes the goodwill of fellow conversants which licenses her

assumption that her deceiver is cooperating with her in furthering shared conversational

ends, that her deceiver’s assertions are therefore intended to further these ends, and that

her deceiver’s false conversational implicatures are thus as trustworthy as her assertions.

Far from mitigating her deceiver’s culpability, therefore, the greater and more active

responsibility of the merely-deliberately-misled for her own deception actually exacerbates

the wrongness of deceiving her. The mere deliberate misleader uses the deceived in an

epistemically and morally objectionable way that the liar does not.

The distinctive wrongness of mere deliberate misleading is a consequence of the nature

of the epistemic and moral obligation to trust others’ implicatures whose fulfilment it

exploits. This raises the question of whether there are contexts in which the obligation to

trust is limited to others’ assertions. If so, lying would constitute the more serious wrong

in such cases since only lying would exploit the fulfilment of any obligation to trust at all.

Contexts characterised by non-standard limitations on assumptions of communicative

cooperation restrict the epistemic and moral obligation to trust conversational partners

in precisely this way. The existence of such contexts explains not only why mere

deliberate misleading is sometimes morally preferable to lying, but also the appeal of

recent arguments for the claim that lying is generally worse.
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4. Lying is sometimes worse

Strudler and Webber argue that, other things being equal, mere deliberate misleading

is morally preferable because it leaves one’s conversational partners the option of pressing

one to make an explicit assertion (Strudler 2010; Webber 2013). Strudler argues that lying

therefore damages trust more seriously than does mere deliberate misleading. Webber

argues that the reason for this is that credibility in implicature asymmetrically depends

on credibility in assertion. Indeed, loss of the former can actually strengthen the latter

by making it clear that while prepared to deliberately mislead, one is not willing to lie.

Webber cites an interview in which Michael Howard evades each repetition of a question

by Jeremy Paxman. Howard persists with this strategy long after it becomes clear that

his initial attempt to mislead without lying has failed. By refusing to lie, Webber argues,

Howard strengthens his credibility in assertion even as his credibility in implicature lies

in tatters. Mere deliberate misleading therefore leaves one’s audience in an epistemically

superior position because they may always press a simple yes/no question or just ask ‘are

you aware of any other relevant information?’ (Webber 2013, 654). Whereas we can still

trust the assertions of the person who merely deliberately misleads, ‘[w]e cannot trust

the liar at all’ (Webber 2013).

However, mere deliberate misleading has epistemic benefits only when deception is

unsuccessful. In that case, the non-deceived can rely on her would-be deceiver’s credibility

in assertion in efforts to uncover the truth. The benefits evaporate if the deception is

successful since the epistemic possibility of pressing the other to assert a claim depends

on suspicions being aroused. If trust endures undamaged, the false implicatures will

stand unquestioned whether the deceived could rely on her deceiver’s assertions or not.

In special contexts, however, conversational partners are expected to be more alert to

the possibility of deliberate deception (Saul 2012, 7). The context of a political interview

is just such a context: Paxman expects Howard to attempt to deceive his audience if the
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truth is politically inconvenient and he expects him to endeavour to avoid lying because

true statements, however misleading, are easier to defend if the truth later emerges.

Indeed, one might argue that a journalist who failed to question Howard’s implicatures

would be partly to blame for her own deception because blithely accepting politicians’

implicatures is precisely the kind of thing journalists are supposed to avoid. Far from

having a moral and epistemic obligation to accept Howard’s implicatures, therefore,

Paxman is arguably obligated not to accept those of public interest and importance.

Mere deliberate misleading does not exploit trust or goodwill in these cases because

the context places limitations on the usual assumptions of communicative cooperation.

This is evident from the fact that it would be quite inappropriate for Howard to reproach

Paxman for not trusting him if pressed for an assertion, even if his implicatures were

entirely truthful.

5. Lying is generally better

In contexts characterised by limited assumptions of communicative cooperation,

therefore, the asymmetrical dependency of credibility in implicature on credibility in

assertion favours mere deliberate misleading. Given our epistemic and moral obligations in

contexts characterised by standard assumptions of communicative cooperation, however,

the very same asymmetry explains why mere deliberate misleading is generally a more

serious moral wrong than is lying.

The asymmetrical dependency of implicature on assertion means that the exploitation

of trust in the deceiver’s implicatures asymmetrically depends on the exploitation of

trust in her assertions. Whereas lying exploits the fulfilment of an epistemic and moral

obligation to trust conversational partners’ assertions, mere deliberate misleading normally

exploits the fulfilment of an epistemic and moral obligation to trust their implicatures as
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well.

Given the distinctive wrongness of exploiting the fulfilment of obligations to trust

others’ conversational implicatures, in contexts characterised by standard assumptions of

communicative cooperation, mere deliberate misleading is therefore generally morally

worse than lying. When circumstances morally permit or require deception in such

contexts, one normally ought to lie. This is not to deny that the moral reasons favouring

lying are defeasible. If one is morally required to deceive an innocent person in order to

save lives, for example, and knows oneself incapable of lying convincingly, one probably

ought to attempt merely to deliberately mislead even though an effective lie would be

morally preferable. Nonetheless, even when deceiving others is justified, in the absence

of compelling moral reason to do so, one should avoid exploiting their goodwill by using

their trust in one’s conversational implicatures to effect their deception.

Thus, outside special conversational contexts which limit standard assumptions of

communicative cooperation, there is nothing ‘mere’ about mere deliberate misleading. If

one attempts to deceive, one generally had better lie1.
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